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Adding Child Items to plugin 

control panels. 
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File Structure

Get the full sample download package here.

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/2452503/nad_flash_card.zip

   

There are three files we will be working with 

1.  childItems.html

2.  childItem.html  (notice the difference)

3.  config_cp.txt
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1.  childItems.html  (with the s) is used to create the child item menu section. 

   

1.  When the user wants to edit a row item and they click on the item a pop up appears. This is the 

childItem.html (without the s).
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This is the pop up that appears when a user wants to edit a child item row. 

This pupup uses childItem.html (without the s).

   

To include the child items menu section in the plugin add the following to the config_cp.txt

For fileType use 'customInclude' or 'custom'

For fileName use childItems.html  (with an s)

The file childItem.html (without the s) is not referenced in the file config_cp.txt because it gets 

called from inside childItems.html (with an s).
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Hacking childItems.html

This lesson focuses on editing the childItems.html file. 

We are only going to edit some key areas in the text.

There is a lot of boiler plate html and javascript code that we are going to leave alone. 

Download the example files to get the full code samples here:

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/2452503/nad_flash_card.zip

    

Once again we use childItems.html (with an s) to create the child item menu section
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1.  For the first div we set the id to section_childItems (with an s)

2.  Inside our anchor link we put box_childItems inside the fnExpandCollapse function.

3.  In our second div we add box_childItems for the id.
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There are two child items we are going to add to our control panel.  

front_side

back_side

There are four areas in the childItems.txt to edit to get these json variables into the control panel. 

Be sure to download the sample to follow along
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We set up a div for the front_side text and add an input box to it. 

1&2.  The name and id field get the front_side variable. 

3.  type is text or textarea

4. value is a required but is left empty

Notice that NONE of the values is prefaced with json_  eg. front_side

5,6,7,8 are repeated for the back_side json variable
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The second section to modify is inside the <script> tags.  We create the javascript variables here. 

1,2,3,4  use the same variable for the this whole block of code.  

Repeat for the back_side json variable.
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The next section is used for forming the json config file. 

1.  The first row of the json is itemType.  This is a required field and should be left as is.

2.  Add a new row here.  

3.  The key  goes here.

4.  We save the value for frontside here.

5.  The back_side element starts here.  This is the last element on the list.

6.  Because it is the last item we remove the comma. 
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In the last section we clear the javascript values. 

    

End result is a menu table with input boxes for our two json variables. 
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Hacking childItem.html (without the s)

This section deals with modifying the childItem.html file.

We will only be modifying key portions of the text. 

There is a lot of boiler plate html that we do not touch.

Get the full sample package here. 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/2452503/nad_flash_card.zip

   

The childItem.html is a little easier to work with as there is no javascript required. 

This section is very similar to the html section in the childItems.html.

The one difference is we prefix the variables with json_ eg json_front_side and json_back_side. 

Input box

1.  use json_front_side in the name field

2.  use json_front_side in the id field. 

3.  use text or textarea for the type

4. the value field is required.  leave it blank. 

Repeat for the back_side variable.
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The result.
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